
Year: 8

Term: Sp2

Topic: Pressure (P.15)

1 Define "pressure" The force exerted over an area

2 State the two ways that pressure on a surface can be increased 1. Increase the force 2. decrease the area 

3 State the equation used to calculate pressure P=F/A, Pressure=Force/Area

4 State the units of pressure N/m2 or Pascals

5 State the reason that pressure in a fluid increases with depth Increased weight of fluid above 

6 Define "fluid" Liquid or gas

7 Define "upthrust" The upward force that a liquid or gas exerts on a body floating in it

8 Define "atmospheric pressure" The pressure caused by the weight of the air above a surface

9 State the cause of pressure in a fluid Particles hitting the surface of the container

10 State why an object floats If the upthrust balances the weight

Topic: Introduction of circuits (P.16)

1
State how objects can become charged with static electricity (extension 

only)
Rubbing two surfaces together transfers charge (electrons)

2 Name the device used to create static electricity (Ext) Van de Graaff generator

3 Define "electrical conductor" Material that allows electricity to flow through it easily

4 Define "electrical insulator" Material that does not allow electricity to flow through it easily

5 Name the circuit component used to measure current Ammeter

6 Name the circuit component used to measure potential difference Voltmeter

7
Name the circuit component that transfers chemical energy store to 

electrical energy
Cell

8 What is the name for more than one electrical cell Battery

9 Name the circuit component used to reduce the current Resistor

10 Name the circuit component used to turn the current on and off Switch

Topic: Properties of circuits (P.17)

1 Define "current" The rate of flow of electricity

2 Define "potential difference" (or "voltage")
The difference in energy from one point in a circuit to another that 

provides the push for the charges to flow.

3 State the units of current Ampere (Amp)

4 State the units of potential difference Volt (V)

5 Define "series" circuit Components in a circuit are all in one loop

6 Define "parallel" circuit Components in a circuit are in separate loops

7 Define "resistance" Slows down the flow of electricity

8 State the units of resistance Ohms

9 State the equation used to calculate resistance R=V/I, Resistance= potential difference/current

10 State the equation used to calculate electrical power P=IV, Power=current x potential difference

Topic: Magnets (P.18)

1 Define "magnetic force" Non-contact fore from a magnet or magnetic material

2 Define "permanent magnet" An object that is magnetic all of the time

3 Define "magnetic material"
Material that becomes magnetic when in a magnetic field, but does 

not stay magnetic when it is removed

4 Define "magnetic field"
The area around a magnet in which a magnetic material will 

experience a magnetic force

5 Define "magnetic poles"
The ends of a magnetic field, called north-seeking (N) and south-

seeking (S)

6 State the direction that magnetic field lines flow From the north-seeking to the south-seeking poles

7
State what happens when two 'like' magnetic poles are placed near each 

other (e.g. N and N)
Repel

8
State what happens when two 'unlike' magnetic poles are placed near 

each other (e.g. N and S)
Attract

9 State the instrument used to find the direction of a magnetic field Compass

10 What do magnetic field lines close together show? A strong magnetic field
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